FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Baker Furniture Unveils Spring 2022 Introductions for
Barbara Barry Collection
The 20-Piece Capsule Collection Expands Upon Barbara Barry’s Latest Baker
Introductions, Spotlighting Upholstered Seating and Occasional Tables
CONNELLY SPRINGS, NC (April 2022) – Baker Interiors Group is delighted to announce its
newest collection for Baker Furniture by distinguished designer, Barbara Barry. The 20
introductions are an extension of the Spring 2021 collection by Barry for Baker,
encompassing a modern take on graceful, soft forms for the home, with the addition of new
upholstery and occasional designs.
“We are so happy to build upon our nearly 20-year partnership with the immensely
talented Barbara Barry,” said Erica Wingo, Senior Vice President of Merchandising and
Marketing at Baker Interiors Group. “This collection beautifully captures the simplicity and
understated elegance that she is known for, with new additions designed to gather around
and relax or entertain in style.”
The capsule collection features romantic styles of upholstered seating with cozy forms and
organically curved angles, and fashion-forward occasional tables with precious materials
like Italian Murano glass, Cream Karaman marble, and bronze. Highlights from the Barbara
Barry for Baker Spring 2022 collection include:
•

•

•

Gemstone Table – Elegant and eye-catching, the Gemstone Table is like a piece of
alluring jewelry for the home. Crafted in Italian Murano glass, it is the perfect
counterpoint to any grouping and can be used alone or in multiples.

Bubble Chair – This iconic Barbara Barry design combines beauty and subtlety to
captivate the viewer. This generously scaled piece features rounded arms, a padded
back and a deep seat for a cozy, indulgent experience.
Shanghai Occasional Table – Exquisitely crafted and nicely scaled, the Shanghai
Occasional Table has a rich, regal bearing. Its Blackened Bronze base supports a
tabletop of sculpted, honed Cream Karaman marble with scalloped edges.

•

•

•

Obi Sofa – Flowing and sensual, the Obi Sofa provides the perfect counterpoint to
strict modernist design. Its generous, curved arms surround a low-profile form,
promising renewal and relaxation.

Marin Cocktail Table – The Marin Cocktail Table is strong and geometric, pairing
quartered oak veneer with a clear tempered glass tabletop. This modern table is the
ultimate gathering place for camaraderie and conversation.

Coupe Lounge Chair – The Coupe Lounge Chair floats on solid walnut legs,
providing an alluring escape in any modern room. This comfortable piece features a
generous seat and curved back for an intriguing view from any angle.

“I am thrilled to continue my partnership with Baker and bring these new timeless
furniture designs to life,” said Barry. “Not only are these pieces beautiful and eye-catching,
but they’re equally comfortable and functional, effortlessly fitting into a variety of
environments.”
The Barbara Barry introductions for Baker debut in April 2022 at High Point Market,
followed by availability on showroom floors in late Summer 2022. For more information,
please visit a Baker showroom and/or connect with us on social media via Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest and Twitter. #BakerFurniture

About Baker Interiors Group: Since its founding in 1890, Baker has been the hallmark of
design excellence and uncompromising quality. It is distributed worldwide through a
network of interior design trade showrooms and luxury home furnishings retailers. Baker
Interiors Group is a wholly owned subsidiary of Samson Investment Holding Co.; it is
comprised of heritage brands Baker and McGuire. For further information, please visit
www.bakerfurniture.com.
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